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ABSTRACT 11 

This paper aims to investigate the application of meta-heuristic optimisation methods 12 

to Network Signal Setting Design. The adopted approaches are (i) three step 13 

optimisation, in which first the stage matrix (stage composition and sequence), the 14 

green timings at each single junction are optimised, then the node offsets are 15 

computed in three successive steps; (ii) two step optimisation, in which the stage matrix 16 

is defined at a first step, then the green timings and the node offsets are computed at 17 

a second step. In both approaches the stage matrix optimisation is carried out through 18 

explicit complete enumeration. 19 

In the first approach multi- criteria optimisation is followed for single junction signal 20 

setting design (green timings), whilst the coordination (node offsets) is approached 21 

through mono-criterion optimisation, as well as for the synchronisation (green timings 22 

and offsets) in the second approach. 23 

A new traffic flow model mixing CTM and PDM has been applied. This model allows to 24 

explicitly represent horizontal queuing phenomena as well as dispersion along a link. 25 

Some meta-heuristic algorithms (i.e. genetic algorithms, hill climbing and simulated 26 

annealing) are investigated in order to solve the two problems 27 

The proposed strategies are applied to two different layouts (a two junction arterial vs. 28 

a four junction network) and their effectiveness is evaluated by comparing the obtained 29 

results with those from benchmark approaches implementing mono-criterion 30 

optimisation only.  31 

Keywords: Network Signal Setting Design; Meta-heuristics; Cell Transmission model; Platoon 32 
Dispersion model. 33 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 36 

Traffic lights are one of the most common ways to control a road junction network. The 37 

design of control variables can be formulated as an optimisation problem, often named 38 

Network Signal Setting Design (NSSD).  39 

 40 

In accordance with literature, the main ongoing issues in connection with network 41 

signal setting design are related to:  42 

ü the decision variables involved in the optimisation (green timings, green 43 

scheduling, and node offsets);  44 

ü the number of objective functions (criteria) considered in the optimisation 45 

methods (mono-criterion vs. multi-criteria); 46 

ü the traffic flow model needed to compute delay indicators. 47 

 48 

In terms of decision variables, two main approaches are adopted in literature: 49 

coordination and synchronisation. In the first case, optimisation may be achieved in 50 

two ways: (i) first the green scheduling, say the stage matrix is defined, then the green 51 

timings at each single junction and eventually the node offsets are computed in 52 

separated steps; (ii) the green scheduling and timings are computed together in the 53 

first step, the coordination is carried out in the second step.  54 

In the case of synchronisation, the scheduling is carried out at a first step, say the 55 

stage matrix is defined, and the green timings and the coordination (node offsets) are 56 

computed at a second step for each junction in the network.  57 

Two of the most straightforward software programs are: TRANSYT141® (TRL, UK) and 58 

TRANSYT-7F® (FHWA, USA). Both are able to compute the signal timings, the offsets 59 

and the cycle length by combining a traffic flow model and a signal setting optimiser. 60 

Both may be used for coordination or synchronisation; in the former case Oscady Pro® 61 

(TRL, UK; Burrow, 1987) may be used for green timings and scheduling optimisation. 62 

TRANSYT14® generates several (but not all) significant stage sequences to be tested 63 

but the optimal solution is not endogenously	generated, while TRANSYT-7F® is able 64 

to optimise the stage sequence for each single junction starting from the ring and 65 

 
1 Recently TRANSYT15® has been released. 
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barrier NEMA ( i.e. National Electrical Manufacturers Association) phases. Further 66 

investigations, with respect to the stage sequence optimisation may be found in Park 67 

et al. (2000). They carried out a simulation framework made up of a mesoscopic flow 68 

simulator and Goldberg’s genetic algorithm optimiser which, showed that the 69 

developed simulator provided better results than those obtained using the software 70 

TRANSYT-7F®. Other investigations may be found in Hadi and Wallace (1993; 1994). 71 

As regards the solution methods, in TRANSYT14®, the Hill-Climbing and the Simulated 72 

Annealing are implemented, whereas in TRANSYT-7F®, the Hill Climbing and some 73 

Genetic Algorithms may be used, but none of them are able to solve the multi-criteria 74 

optimisation (they optimise linear combinations of two criteria).  75 

With regards to the latter case, some interesting contribution may be found in Ceylan 76 

(2006) which focused on the integration of a combined optimisation procedure (based 77 

on GAs and HC) with TRANSYT for the evaluation of a performance index and in Putha 78 

et al., (2012) which compared the GAs with the Ant Colony Optimisation, by applying 79 

the coordination approach at network level. Differently from previous authors that 80 

considered the PDM for traffic flow modelling, Lertworawanich, (2011) proposed the 81 

application of GAs for network traffic signal setting trough CTM for traffic flow 82 

modelling. All above cited authors considered the combination (by weighs) of objective 83 

functions as a proxy of multi-criteria optimisation. 84 

Finally traffic models may be classified according to the level of detail adopted for 85 

representing the traffic systems. The first are microscopic models, which describe both 86 

the space-time behaviour of the systems’ elements (i.e. vehicles and drivers) as well 87 

as their interactions at disaggregated level. The second are mesoscopic models, which 88 

represent traffic by groups of vehicles or a single vehicle, whereby the activities and 89 

interactions are not described at a detailed level. The final models are macroscopic 90 

flow models which describe the traffic at a high level of aggregation as a flow without 91 

distinguishing its constituent parts. 92 

In the case of a signalised network, two main issues are to be adressed: (i) the 93 

modelling of the dispersion between interacting junctions, which is strictly related to 94 

the distance travelled on the connecting links and (ii) the spillback (i.e. the link 95 

blockage) and the merging and diverging modelling (i.e. the lane blockage). 96 
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All these phenomena may be observed in macroscopic traffic flow models. In general, 97 

the approach proposed by Robertson with the platoon dispersion model (PDM) in the 98 

1969 is the most straightforward for modelling the dispersion of platoons by estimating 99 

vehicle arrivals at downstream locations based on an upstream vehicle departure 100 

profile and a desired traffic stream speed. However, this model shows a main 101 

weakness since it cannot describe the spillback phenomena and it does not model the 102 

effects of blocking back (i.e. horizontal queuing). Based on this consideration, recent 103 

enhancements in traffic models are related to the application of the cell transmission 104 

model (CTM) (Daganzo, 1994; Lo, 1999, 2001; Lo and Chow, 2004; Chow and Lo, 105 

2007) where a link is represented (discretised) by ‘cells’ which experience a flow 106 

carried out as the minimum value between the (maximum) number of vehicles that can 107 

be ‘sent’ by the upstream cell and those that can be ‘received’ by the downstream cell. 108 

It should be noted that CTM cannot describe density variations. 109 

Promising approaches leading for stochastic CTM have been proposed in Sumalee et 110 

al. (2011), in which the sending and receiving functions are reproduced by random 111 

parameters of the fundamental flow–density diagram. An approach for signalised 112 

arterials has been proposed in Jabari and Liu (2011), in which a variety of time 113 

headway distributions, that are dependent on traffic states, are simulated; more 114 

extensive studies regarding density estimation have been dealt with in enhanced 115 

L(agged)-CTM by Szeto (2008). Other researchers have focused on the lane blockage 116 

simulation (Li and Chang, 2010; Li, 2011) by considering the ‘sub-cell concept’. 117 

Currently, in TRANSYT14® (Binning et al. 2008), the CTM may be adopted as an 118 

alternative to the PDM, for short distances whereas in the case of long distances the 119 

PDM is still preferred to the CTM. 120 

 121 

On the basis of all the previous considerations, in this paper:  122 

• the stage matrix (SM), defined by stage composition and stage sequence, can 123 

be obtained by enumerating (Ex.en) all possible stages; other methods such as 124 

Oscady, allows for green timings and scheduling optimisation; in this case the 125 

SM is obtained from the scheduling (see also Improta and Cantarella, 1984);  126 

• the green timings (GT) and offsets (Off) are optimised; 127 
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• some meta-heuristic algorithms are analysed for the solution of the mono-128 

criterion/multi-criteria optimisation and applied to two different layout 129 

configurations (a two junction arterial vs. a four junction network); 130 

• finally, in terms of traffic flow modelling, an extension of the CTM is proposed to 131 

include the traffic dispersion (CT&PDM). 132 

 133 

Summing up, the paper contributions are reported in bold in the following Table 1 134 

where criteria (Crt) and objective functions (Of) are considered. A further comparison 135 

is shown with regards to the optimisation (Opt) Tools in terms of Benchmark (Ben), 136 

Proposal (*) and Future Perspectives (FP). 137 

Table 1: Paper contributions, Benchmarks and Future perspective on Network signal setting design 138 

Opt var Strategy 
three step two step one step 

Crt 
SM Ex.en Ex.en Ex.en. Ex.en. Ex.en 

mono multi 
mono multi GT mono multi 

mono mono multi 
Off mono mono mono mono 

Of 
SM ND ND CF CF CF 

CF CF & of 
TD TD & of GT CF CF & of 

TD TD TD & of 
Off TD TD TD TD 

Tools 

 Ben * Ben * FP Ben FP FP FP 
SM Ex.en Ex.en Ex.en Ex.en 

x 

OSCADY 
(GT&S) 

x x x 
GT OSCADY 

(GT) 
UNISA 
(GT) TRANSYT 

(Sy) 
PDM/CTM 

UNISA 
(Sy) 

CT&PDM Off 
TRANSYT 

(C) 
PDM/CTM 

UNISA 
(C) 

CT&PDM 

TRANSYT 
(C) 

PDM/CTM 
 139 
-C: coordination; Sy: Synchronisation; GT&S: Green timing and Scheduling 140 
-CF: capacity factor; TD: total delay 141 
- of: generic objective function 142 
-PDM/CTM: platoon dispersion model or cell transmission model; CT&PDM: cell transmission and platoon 143 
dispersion model 144 
 145 

The paper is organised as follows: the proposed strategies are described in section 2, 146 

after some preliminary considerations the main purposes of the paper are reported in 147 

2.4 where the proposed traffic flow model is described, in 2.5 where the optimisation 148 

problem is shown and in 2.6 where the adopted algorithms are summarised; in section 149 
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3, some computational results are shown; finally, conclusions and research 150 

perspectives are discussed in section 4. 151 

2 PROPOSED STRATEGIES 152 

This paper dealt with the network signal setting design through the application of two 153 

approaches: three step optimisation and two step optimisation as defined in the 154 

previous section. 155 

The basic notations, the constraints and the optimisation problems are described 156 

below. 157 

2.1 VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS 158 

Assuming that the green scheduling is described by the stage matrix (i.e. the stage 159 

matrix composition and sequence), let  160 

c be the cycle length, assumed known or as a decision variable (common to all 161 

junctions); 162 

for each junction (not explicitly indicated)  163 

tj be the duration of stage j as a decision variable;  164 

tar, be the so-called all red period at the end of each stage to allow the safe clearance 165 

of the junction, assumed known (and constant for simplicity’s sake); 166 

D be the approach-stage incidence matrix (or stage matrix for short), with entries δkj 167 

=1 if approach k receives green during stage j and 0 otherwise, assumed known; 168 

lk be the lost time for approach k, assumed known; 169 

gk = Sj δkj tj - tar - lk be the effective green for approach k; 170 

rk = c - gk be the effective red for approach k; 171 

yk be the arrival flow for approach k, assumed known; 172 

sk  be the saturation flow for approach k, assumed known; 173 

(sk × gk) / (c × yk) be the capacity factor for approach k; 174 

and for each junction in the network 175 

fi be the node offset as the time shift between the start of the plan for the junction i 176 

and the start of the reference plan, say the plan of the junction number 1, f1= 0. 177 

Given such a reference value, all the other m-1 nodes, where m is the number of 178 
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junctions in the network, are independent variables.  179 

 180 

As well known, computing total delay through a traffic flow model needs the link offset 181 

between each pair of adjacent junctions, fij = -fji. 182 

Let the junction network be represented by an undirected graph with a node for each 183 

junction and an edge for each pair of adjacent junctions (the actually traffic directions 184 

are irrelevant). According to this representation  185 

• if such a network is loop less, all the m-1 link offsets are independent (as many 186 

as the independent node offsets) and may be used as decision variables; 187 

arterials are a special case of such kind of networks; 188 

• on the other hand, if the network contains k independent loops, the number of 189 

independent link offsets will be equal to m - k; in this case it is better to use the 190 

m-1 independent node offsets as optimisation variables.  191 

Some constraints were introduced in order to guarantee: 192 

stage durations being non-negative 193 

tj ³ 0 " j 194 

effective green being non-negative 195 

gk ³ 0 " k  196 

this constraint is usually guaranteed by the non-negative stage duration, but for a too 197 

short cycle length with regard to the values of all-red period length and lost times, say 198 

Sj MAXk (δkj lk + tar) ³ c 199 

consistency among the stage durations and the cycle length 200 

Sj tj = C 201 

the minimum value of the effective green timing 202 

gk ³ gmin "k  203 

A further constraint was included in order to guarantee that the capacity factor must 204 

be greater than 1 (or any other value) 205 
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((sk × gk) / (c × yk) – 1) ³ 0 "k 206 

Such a constraint may be added only after having checked that the maximum junction 207 

capacity factor for each approach k in the junction i is greater than 1, otherwise a 208 

solution may not exist whatever the objective function is. 209 

Finally let assume 210 

c³ fi ³0. 211 

2.2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 212 

At a single junction, the objective functions in the optimisation problems were: 213 

• the junction capacity factor computed as  214 

CF = MAXk (sk × gk) / (c × yk)                                                                                           (1) 215 

• the total delay computed  216 

- for non-interacting approaches (isolated or external junctions) by the two terms 217 

Webster‘s formula (Webster, 1958) as 218 

TD = Sk yk × (0.45 × c × (1 - gk /c)2 / (1 - yk / sk)  219 

  + yk × 0.45 / (sk × gk / c) × ((gk / c) × (sk / yk) - 1)))                                                         (2) 220 

- for the interacting approaches by evaluating vehicles queuing interval by interval 221 

and considering input as the flow obtained by cyclic flow profiles. A more detailed 222 

expression consistent with the traffic flow modelling will be described in subsection 223 

2.4. 224 

Further objective functions could be considered such as the queue length, the number 225 

of stops etc.  226 

2.3 STAGE COMPOSITION AND SEQUENCE 227 

A set of feasible stages is built up by assuming that all the approaches in a stage are 228 

mutually compatible and each stage is maximal. Given the set of stages, that is the 229 

stage composition, some of them (not necessary all) produce a feasible sequence if 230 

all approaches have green at least in one stage. Commonly if an approach has green 231 

in more than one stage, those stages are adjacent (that is relevant for sequence with 232 

at least four stages).  233 
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All possible sequences can be grouped in equivalent classes; each class contains all 234 

sequences leading to the same green timings, the same TDs and CFs. Optimal offsets 235 

generally change in a consistent way among all the sequences in an equivalent class, 236 

thus: 237 

• when only two stages are available {(1,2)} two possible sequences {(1,2); (2,1)} are 238 

equivalent and only one equivalent class exists;  239 

• when three stages are available {1,2,3}, two equivalent classes exist, namely, the 240 

class of sequences generated by translation {(2,3,1); (3,1,2)} and the class of 241 

sequences generated by mirroring {(3,2,1); (2,1,3); (1,3,2)}.  242 

As dealt with in a future paper, this analysis may be further extended when four on 243 

more stages are available. 244 

Let m be the number of junctions in the network and ni the number of equivalent 245 

classes for each junction i, ∏i=1:m nimi combinations of classes can be generated and 246 

must be tested to achieve optimum. 247 

In this paper an explicit enumeration will be carried out. The implicit enumeration will 248 

be addressed in future papers. 249 

2.4 TRAFFIC FLOW MODEL 250 

The most straightforward continuous traffic flow model is the first order model 251 

developed concurrently by Lighthill & Whitham (1955) and Richards (1956), based on 252 

the assumption that the number of vehicles is conserved between any two points if 253 

there are no entrances (sources) or exits (sinks). This produces a continuous model 254 

known as the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR). To solve the LWR space continuous 255 

problem the Cell Transmission Model was introduced (Daganzo; 1994). Since CTM 256 

assumes the same speed for all the vehicles on a road, it cannot fully predict realistic 257 

traffic flow behaviour as the platoons keep the same density when moving from the 258 

upstream stop-line section to the downstream section, and all vehicles travel at the 259 

same free flow speed.  260 

One of the aim of this paper was to implement a traffic flow model which overcame the 261 

limitations of PDM and CTM. In particular major drawbacks of the PDM are in queuing 262 

simulation since queues are assumed vertical; on the other hand the CTM include the 263 
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horizontal queuing at the cost of not considering the platoon dispersion. Finally, the 264 

proposed model allows horizontal queues and platoon dispersion modelling  265 

2.4.1 CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL  266 

In a cell-transmission model, a link is represented by a sequence of small sections 267 

(cells) and a record of the cell contents (number of vehicles) as time goes on is kept. 268 

This record is updated at closely spaced instants (clock ticks) by calculating the 269 

number of vehicles that crosses the boundary separating each pair of adjoining cells 270 

during the corresponding clock interval.  271 

The main drawback of the CTM is that the density is equally distributed (such as 272 

constant) over the cell. The number of vehicles in the cell depends on its spatial 273 

extension and smaller is the cell length (thus smaller is the clock tick), lower is the error 274 

in density estimation made by finite approximation. On the other hand, particularly in 275 

case of large network, the number of cells (and computational complexity of the 276 

problem) will increase. 277 

Thus in the proposed model the clock tick is around 1 second and in order to improve 278 

the density approximation as discrete variable, an additional equation based on speed-279 

density relationship, was included. 280 

In the CTM formulation, let  281 

ni, be the number of vehicles on the cell i; 282 

Qi, be the maximum flow rate in cell i 283 

di+1, be the wave speed coefficient of cell i+1  284 

Ni+1, be the maximum number of vehicles present in the cell i+1. 285 

The average flow Yi(t) on the link i from clock tick t to clock tick t+1 is the result of a 286 

comparison between the maximum number of vehicles that can be “sent” by the cell 287 

directly upstream of the boundary 288 

Si(t) = min{Qi , ni}                                                                                                               (3) 289 

and those that can be “received” by the downstream cell 290 

Ri(t) = min {Qi , di[Ni – ni]}                                                                                                 (4) 291 

Hence the flow Yi(t) can be written as: 292 
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Yi(t) = min {Si(t) , Ri+1(t)}                                                                                                   (5) 293 

2.4.2 CELL TRANSMISSION AND PLATOON DISPERSION MODEL (CT&PDM) 294 

As shown above, in the CTM equations, due to the assumption that all vehicles travel 295 

at the same speed (keeping as such the same density) for getting in the downstream 296 

section, no platoon dispersion may be detected. To overcome this shortfall, the flow 297 

propagation has been modelled by employing for each cell the well-known Drake 298 

speed-density relationship in which the corresponding flow, Xi(t), is computed as 299 

follows: 300 

Xi(t) = ki (t) v0 exp [ -0.5 (ki (t) / km)2]                                                                                 (6) 301 

where: 302 

ki(t) = [ni(t) + ni+1(t)] / 2L : is the density of cell i and cell i+1 at time t, being L 303 

the length of the cell; 304 

v0 : is the free-flow-speed; 305 

km : is the traffic density at maximum flow, 306 

The flow Yi(t) may be so formulated as: 307 

Yi(t) = min {Si(t) , Ri+1(t), Xi(t)}                                                                                           (7) 308 

2.4.3 TOTAL DELAY COMPUTATION 309 

Let the period of analysis T be a multiple of the cycle duration in so far as the quantities 310 

relating to a cycle were repeated in the subsequent cycles. The interval of duration T 311 

was divided into intervals of equal duration Dt2. For the computation of the total delay 312 

the cumulated input flows, Ciykj (t), and those output, Coykj (t), on the stop line on 313 

approach k of junction j, in the subsequent sub-intervals t were compared.  314 

The Deterministic Total Delay (DTDkj) cumulated in the interval [0, T] for approach k of 315 

junction j was then given by the following expression: 316 

DTDk
j = St=1..T/Dt (Ciyk

j(t ´ Dt) - Coyk
j(t ´ Dt)) Dt                                                            (8) 317 

Thus delay experienced on an interacting approach is a function of the offsets between 318 

the timing plans. In fact, such a delay depends on the output flow in the downstream 319 

 
2 in our application a clock tick of 1 second were adopted. 
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junction which is obtained by starting from the input flow in the upstream junction 320 

through the phenomenon of dispersion. 321 

Let skj be the saturation flow on approach k of junction j, the Stochastic and 322 

Oversaturation component of Total Delay SOTDkj on approach k of junction j is 323 

computed using the following expression 324 

SOTDk
j = { [(y’kj- sk

j)2 + (4y’k j/T)] 0.5 + (y’kj - sk
j)} T/4                                                        (9) 325 

and considering the average of the values of the cyclic flow profile along the connecting 326 

link arriving at approach k of considered junction j, y’kj as input flow. 327 

An example of the model is shown in following with regard to cyclic flow profile (see 328 

Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8) and with regard to the flow progression over network 329 

links (see Figure 9). 330 

2.5 OPTIMISATION PROBLEMS 331 

The paper dealt with the application of two optimisation strategies:  332 

A. three step optimisation; in this case the scheduling, the green timings A(1) 333 

at each single junction and the offsets A(2) were computed in three separate 334 

steps;  335 

B. two step optimisation; the decision variables might be computed in two 336 

steps. 337 

 338 

In particular, with regards to the latter this could be applied by following one of two 339 

feasible alternative combinations of variables 340 

B.1) in the first combination (Sc&Gt-Off), the scheduling (Sc) and green 341 

timings (Gt) were computed at a first step, and the offsets (Off) were 342 

computed at a second step;  343 

B.2) in the second combination (Sc-S), the scheduling was carried out 344 

at a first step by defining the stage matrix for each junction, then the 345 

green timings and the offsets (e.g. the synchronisation approach, S) were 346 

computed at a second step.  347 

In this paper, the A and B.2 strategies were adopted. In Figure 1 a general framework 348 

of such strategies is shown. The stage- sequence incidence matrix for each single 349 
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junction was generated externally and then iteratively embedded in the NSSD until the 350 

optimum solution was reached. 351 

The explicit enumeration was ended when the iteration k = ∏i=1:m nimi. 352 

 353 
Figure 1: General Framework of A and B.2 optimisation strategies (for each junction) 354 

 355 

In three step optimisation (A) once all the sequences are explicitly enumerated, multi-356 

criteria Genetic Algorithms based on total delay minimisation and capacity factor 357 

maximisation were applied for green timings at each single junction; the minimisation 358 

of the network total delay, with respect to the independent link offsets (loop less 359 

network) or node offsets (network with loops) was carried out by applying a Hill-360 
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Climbing algorithm; the scheduling optimisation was computed through explicit 361 

enumeration of all the possible sequences. 362 

In the two step optimisation (B.2), the green timings and the offsets were computed 363 

simultaneously (Sc-S), by considering mono-criterion optimisation based on total delay 364 

minimisation. The adopted algorithm was the Simulated Annealing.  365 

In Table 2 and Table 3 each strategy is summarised with respect to the optimisation 366 

method and the objective function; in particular, bold cases refer to applications 367 

described in section 3. 368 

Table 2: Overview of three step strategy (A) w.r.t. Optimisation methods/objective functions 369 

Strategy 
Variables Variables 

GT Offsets GT Offsets 
Optimisation method Objective functions 

 
A 

Mono Mono TD / CF 
TD 

Multi Mono TD & CF 

Table 3: Overview of two step strategy (B.2) w.r.t. Optimisation methods/objective functions 370 

Strategy 
Variables Variables 

GT Offsets GT Offsets 
Optimisation method Objective functions 

B.2 
Mono TD 

Multi TD & o.f.* 

*o.f.: It represents a generic objective function 371 

2.6 SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 372 

Some main issues should be addressed to solve the NSSD: i) the optimisation 373 

approach, mono/multi-criteria functions; ii) the variables in the single junction 374 

optimisation or in the network optimisation; iii) the network layout (arterial as network 375 

loop less and network with at least one loop). 376 

Based on all the previous considerations, meta-heuristic algorithms are generally 377 

adopted since they allowed for the approximation of the optimal solution of difficult 378 

combinatorial problems. In general, these approaches have evolved through 379 

interactions and analogies derived from biological, physical, computer and decision 380 

making sciences (Genetic Algorithms, GAs, Hill-Climbing, HC, Simulated Annealing, 381 

SA and other not used in this paper). To get a fully operational algorithms from a meta-382 

heuristic requires the specifications of several functions and/or parameters whose 383 

meaning depends on the meta-heuristic itself. 384 
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As better described in sub 2.5. we cope with different optimisation problems; for each 385 

of them the selection of an algorithm was based on the trade-off between the 386 

effectiveness of the algorithm related to the space solution exploration, the parameters 387 

to be set and the computational effort depending on the algorithm complexity. Some 388 

considerations about benefits and drawbacks of the algorithms used in this paper will 389 

be described in following. 390 

In SA the number of the parameters to be set is lower than the GAs and in terms of 391 

computational effort, the performance is generally better. Furthermore, SA can easily 392 

handle changes in the objective function, while with GAs the selection of the solution 393 

based on the fitness function may complicate the search for the optimum. On the other 394 

hand for highly dimension space of solution Gas are generally more effective than SA, 395 

for their flexibility due to the two genetic operators, crossover and mutation at the cost 396 

of a higher number of parameters to be set (for unfamiliar readers a more detailed 397 

description of the GAs is given in Appendix A) 398 

GAs, in particular Non Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms II (NSGA-II), guarantee 399 

the exploration of a wider range of a solutions space, allowing for the computation of 400 

an approximation of the entire Pareto front. This provides a higher resilience in multi-401 

criteria optimisation problems. 402 

The HC algorithm uses a small amount of memory with respect to other approaches 403 

and it is characterised by lower processing time. One of the main drawbacks of the HC 404 

algorithm is the risk of hitting a local minimum/maximum. When the algorithm finds a 405 

local minimum/maximum value, which is lower/higher than the others in the 406 

neighbourhood, it freezes. However, this does not exclude the presence of far global 407 

minima with lower values. The HC search has the same drawbacks of a greedy search. 408 

It moves quickly to the best node by also using a ‘short-sighted’ strategy. For this 409 

reason its application is generally associated with optimisation problems without large 410 

range of a solutions space. 411 

In order to clearly summarise the adopted approaches as well as highlighting the 412 

correspondence between the problems described previously and the algorithms, two 413 

further columns are added to Table 2 and Table 3 leading to Table 4 for three step 414 

optimisation (A) and Table 5 for two step optimisation (B.2). 415 
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Table 4: Overview of three step strategy(A) w.r.t. Optimisation methods/objective functions including Algorithms 416 

Strategy layout 

Variables Variables Variables 
GT Offsets GT Offsets GT Offsets 

Optimisation method Objective functions Algorithms 

 
A 

Two junction 
arterial 

Mono Mono TD / CF 

TD 

HC HC 

Multi Mono TD & CF GAs HC 

Four junction 
network 

Mono Mono TD / CF HC HC 
Multi Mono TD & CF GAs HC 

 417 
Table 5: Overview of two step strategy (B.2) w.r.t. Optimisation methods/objective functions including Algorithms 418 

Strategy layout 

Variables Variables Variables 
GT Offsets GT Offsets GT Offsets 

Optimisation method Objective functions Algorithms 

B.2 

Two junction 
arterial 

Mono TD 

TD 

HC 

Multi TD & o.f.* GAs 

Four junction 
network 

Mono TD SA 
Mono TD & o.f.* GAs 

*o.f.: It represents a generic objective function 419 

3 NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 420 

In this section, the numerical results obtained by the proposed approaches and 421 

benchmark tools are compared; in particular, different layouts, a two junction arterial 422 

and a four junction network, different meta-heuristics and different traffic flow models 423 

are analysed.  424 

The adopted strategies are shown in Table 6, in particular: 425 

• the approaches are the UNISA, as described in section 2, vs. the benchmark 426 

approach, OSCADY PRO® /TRANSY14® - TRL software; 427 

• the traffic flow model (TM) is the cell transmission and platoon dispersion model 428 

(CT&PDM), described in subsection 2.4 vs TRANSYT14® traffic flow models, 429 

i.e. the Platoon Dispersion Model (PDM) or the Cell Transmission Model 430 

(CTM)3; 431 

• -the optimisation strategies are three step, A, and two step, B.2; 432 

• -the algorithms are HC,GAs and SA. 433 

 
3 TRANSYT14 may	be	applied	with	either	traffic	models	(alternatively but not simultaneously). 
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Table 6: Adopted strategies  434 
Layout Strategy UNISA TM TRL 

(OSCADY& TRANSYT4) TM 

 
Two junction 

arterial 

A   UNISA-GA&HC 

CT&PDM 

      OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC PDM 

or 

CTM Four junction 
network 

A   UNISA-GA&HC       OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC 

B.2      UNISA-SA       TRANSYT-SA 

The implementation of such strategies was worked out using a MATLAB (Release 435 

2013b) code provided by the authors. All the applications were run on a PC having an 436 

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1603, clocked at 2.8GHz and with 4GB of RAM. 437 

3.1 TWO JUNCTION ARTERIAL 438 

In this section the performances of three step method (A) applied to a two junction 439 

arterial (as a very simple example of a loop less network), are described. The layout 440 

together with the stage matrix and the main input data are shown in Figure 2. Once 441 

defined the connecting link between the two junctions their interaction is simulated 442 

through the traffic flow model CT&PDM.  443 

 444 
Figure 2: Layout, Stage matrix, characteristics for junction 1 (left) and junction 2 (right) 445 

Firstly UNISA-GA&HC CT&PDM was implemented, through the application of multi-446 

criteria GAs to achieve single junction green timings (see Table 7 and Table 8) and 447 

mono-criterion HC to achieve optimal offsets (see Table 10 and schematic 448 

representation in Figure 3), by simulating traffic flow with CT&PDM. Successively a 449 

comparison, in terms of offsets and total delay, with OSCADY&TRANSYT–HC (PDM) 450 

 
4 The authors are awake that the total delay is analytically computed via different ways in UNISA and 
TRANSYT14. 
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and OSCADY&TRANSYT–HC (CTM) was carried out (see Table 10). In OSCADY 451 

PRO® a mono criterion optimisation, based on the maximisation of single junction 452 

capacity factor, was used to achieve single junction timings. In TRANSYT14® HC a 453 

mono-criterion optimisation, based on the minimisation of the arterial total delay, to get 454 

optimal offsets, was adopted, simulating alternatively traffic flows by PDM or CTM. 455 

Graphical outputs are shown in Figure 4. 456 

All applications were carried out considering a fixed value of the cycle length computed 457 

by following the Webster indication. According to the procedure defined in subsection 458 

2.3, let 2 be the number of junctions and 2 the equivalent classes, 4 combinations of 459 

sensitive sequences on arterial total delay were tried as shown in Table 9. The analysis 460 

was carried out in OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM) and as shown in the table, the 461 

optimal sequence corresponds to (1,2,3) for junction 1 and (3,2,1) for junction 2. Table 462 

7 and Table 8 show how the results carried out are affected by the trade-off between 463 

total delay (minimisation) and capacity factor (maximisation) induced by the multi-464 

criteria procedure. In general, a different effect may be reached by considering the 465 

capacity factor as a constraint and the total delay as an objective function, to be 466 

minimised; in this latter case, in fact, a dominance effect of the total delay is expected 467 

in terms of a performance indicator. 468 
Table 7: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 469 
1 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA GA&HC 470 

 471 
Table 8: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 472 
2 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA GA&HC 473 

 474 
Table 9: Stage sequences vs. TD (fixed length between junctions equal to 500 m); equivalent sequences are in 475 
curly brackets 476 

Stage sequence 
junction 1* 

Stage sequence 
Junction 2** 

TD 
[PCU hr/hr] 

(1,2,3); 
{(2,3,1); (3,1,2)} 

(1,2,3); 
{(2,3,1); (3,1,2)} 15.18 

(1,2,3); 
{(2,3,1); (3,1,2)} 

(3,2,1); 
{(1,3,2); (2,1,3)} 13.83 

Stream Green timings [s] Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr] Capacity Factor 
A 36 1.32 2.20 
B 23 1.55 2.03 
C 24 1.69 2.11 
D 13 0.99 2.04 

Stream Green timings [s] Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr ] Capacity Factor 
A 19 1.57 1,81 
B 30 2.89 1.40 
C 41 0.97 2.80 
D 11 2.64 1.48 
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(3,2,1); 
{(1,3,2); (2,1,3)} 

(1,2,3); 
{(2,3,1); (3,1,2)} 21.57 

(3,2,1); 
{(1,3,2); (2,1,3)} 

(3,2,1); 
{(1,3,2); (2,1,3)} 17.01 

* for junction 1 (stage 1: A,B/stage 2: A,D/stage 3: C);**for junction 2 (stage 1: A, stage 2: B,C/stage 3: C,D). 477 

For each single junction, the green timings were obtained through the GAs application, 478 

and using the optimal stage sequences reported above, a sensitivity analyses of TD 479 

with respect to distance between two junctions was carried out. Starting from the 480 

stages duration obtained through the GAs implementations, once fixed four layouts 481 

based on connecting link lengths variability (i.e. from junction 1 to junction 2: 500 m; 482 

400 m; 300 m; 200 m), the arterial total delay and the offset between the signal timing 483 

plans of the interacting junctions were carried out through traffic flow modelling. The 484 

considered stage sequences will be consistent with results above obtained (see Table 485 

9) for a given distance between junctions (L=500m).  486 
Table 10: Numerical results for OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM), OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM) and UNISA-487 
GA&HC (CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations  488 

* DOS: is the maximum degree of saturation between the two junctions 489 

With reference to the results shown in Table 10 two main observations should be 490 

made. The first one is related to the estimation of the maximum degree of saturation 491 

between the junctions which was lower in UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) than 492 

OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM/CTM). That was justified by the different structure of 493 

the objective function adopted in the single junction signal setting. Indeed, as above 494 

described, in UNISA-GA&HC a trade-off between total delay (to be minimised) and 495 

capacity factor (to be maximised) was looked for. 496 

The second was related to the total delay/offset estimation with respect to the length 497 

variation; as shown in Figure 4a, offset almost linearly increases with length for all the 498 

optimisation strategies. This trend might be explained by a decrease in the vehicles 499 

cruise time which forced a temporary close start of a downstream signal plan compared 500 

to the upstream one. With regards to the total delay (see Figure 4b) it was noted that 501 

such an indicator in OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM) decreased against link length for 502 

Length  OSCADY&TRANSYT 
HC (PDM) 

OSCADY&TRANSYT 
HC (CTM) 

UNISA 
GA&HC (CT&PDM) 

[m] 
 Offset 

[sec] 
TD  

[PCU 
hr/hr] 

DOS*  
[%] 

Offset 
[sec] 

TD  
[PCU-
hr/hr] 

DOS*  
[%] 

Offset 
[sec] 

TD  
[PCU-
hr/hr] 

DOS* 
[%] 

500  55 13.83 

71 

47 15.84 

80 

45 10.12 

67 400  44 12.77 39 14.41 34 11.51 
300  34 11.38 24 14.96 22 11.90 
200  22 9.85 13 26.67 10 23.97 
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distances closer than 300 m, since no horizontal queues were modelled. On the other 503 

hand similar trends were observed in OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM) and UNISA-504 

GA&HC (CT&PDM) and lower total delays were obtained from the latter since a 505 

dispersion function was applied. In conclusion, the proposed traffic flow model seemed 506 

to overcome the limitations both of PDM (in modelling horizontal queues) and CTM (in 507 

modelling platoon dispersion). 508 

 509 
Figure 3: Schematic representation of the offsets (green and red bars are not proportional to actual values)  510 

Figure 4: a) Optimal link offset w.r.t. length; b) Total Delay w.r.t. length 511 

The results obtained in the two junction arterial showed the effectiveness of the 512 

adopted model (CT&PDM) in simulating traffic flows approaching signalised junctions 513 

further than queue forming phenomena along the connecting link. 514 
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3.2 FOUR JUNCTION NETWORK 515 

In this section, the design strategies and optimisation algorithms were then analysed 516 

in more depth through an application to a network with four interacting signalised 517 

junctions forming a loop (shown in Figure 5 as a square for simplicity’s sake).  518 

Firstly, three step strategy (A) through UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) was carried out. 519 

The NSGA-II algorithm was applied to obtain single junction timings while optimal link 520 

offsets were achieved through a HC algorithm. 521 

 522 

Figure 5: Four junction network layout 523 

The results, collected in terms of link offsets, network total delay and network degree 524 

of saturation, DOS, were then subsequently compared with those obtained by 525 

TRANSYT14® - TRL implementation, where mono-criterion optimisations both to 526 

achieve single junction timings (obtained by internally implementing OSCADY PRO® 527 

- TRL) and optimum link offsets (here a HC was adopted, selected from a choice set 528 

HC/ SA) were applied. 529 

Further comparisons were subsequently carried out with reference to two step strategy 530 

(B.2) where single junction green timings were designed simultaneously with link 531 

offsets considering the minimisation of network total delay. The SA algorithm, as 532 

described in sub-section A.3, was applied. 533 

In terms of flow simulation modelling, a detailed comparison was carried out among 534 

TRANSYT14® - TRL (PDM/CTM) and UNISA (CT&PDM). Such a match focuses on 535 

the model’s capability in capturing both dispersion and traffic bottleneck phenomena 536 
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when length variations over the link composing the network occurred (once given fixed 537 

flows). 538 

3.2.1 THREE STEP OPTIMISATION (A):  539 

Once the stage matrix for each junction was fixed as well as the value of the cycle 540 

length computed by the Webster indication (equal to 90 sec), a multi-criteria 541 

optimisation (minimisation of total delay and maximisation of capacity factor) 542 

performed by NSGA-II algorithm was performed to achieve single junction timings. 543 

All information related to the network, in terms of flow and saturation flow for each 544 

approach, are summarised in Table 11. 545 

Table 11: Flow and saturation flow for each approach 546 

Results carried out for each junction with regard to the optimisation criteria are shown 547 

in the following tables (from Table 12 to Table 15). As in the case of two junction arterial 548 

application, the multi-criteria optimisation showed, in terms of performance indicators, 549 

the trade-off effect between the two criteria considered in the optimisation; in fact, any 550 

solution might be expected to be not dominant with respect to both criteria at the same 551 

time. 552 

Table 12: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 553 
1 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA-GA&HC 554 

 555 
Table 13: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 556 
2 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA-GA&HC 557 

 558 
Table 14: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 559 
3 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA-GA&HC 560 

Junction Stage yk [veic/h] sk [veic/h 
1 A 400 

1750 

B 245 

2 A 390 
B 227 

3 A 422 
B 286 

4 A 375 
B 191 

Stream  Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr] Capacity Factor Effective green 
A 1.27 1.66 30 
B 2.35 2.15 55 

Stream  Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr] Capacity Factor Effective green 
A 1.75 2.32 39 
B 1.91 2.47 46 

Stream  Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr] Capacity Factor Effective Green 
A 1.49 1.88 32 
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 561 
Table 15: Multi-criteria optimisation based on Total delay minimisation and Capacity Factor maximisation at junction 562 
4 (Pop size = 20; Mutation rate = 0.8; Crossover rate = 0.0001). UNISA-GA&HC 563 

 564 
Starting from the timings obtained by the application of the GAs’ implementations, once 565 

five layouts (varying the connecting links length) were fixed (see Table 16), the network 566 

total delay, the degree of saturation and the link offsets between the signal plans of the 567 

interacting junctions were carried out through HC algorithm and modelling network flow 568 

propagation by CT&PDM. The results were then compared with those obtained by 569 

OSCADY, to achieve single junction timings, and TRANSYT-HC (PDM/CTM) to obtain 570 

optimal link offsets (see from Table 17 to Table 19).  571 

Table 16: Lengths combination and ID 572 
L1 [m] L2 [m] L3 [m] L4[m] Lengths combination ID 

500 200 600 200 I 
400 190 500 180 II 
300 170 350 160 III 

 573 
As highlighted in Table 17, even though comparable results in the computation of 574 

network total delay were identified for lengths combination I and II, there was a 575 

significant discrepancy for lengths combination III, among the results carried out in 576 

OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM), OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM) and UNISA-577 

GA&HC (CT&PDM). De facto, as the distances decreased, the Network Total Delay 578 

did not change significantly in OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM), while it increased 579 

considerably in UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) and OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM). 580 

Such a result may be related to the higher reliability of CT&PDM (in UNISA-GA&HC) 581 

and CTM (in OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC) in modelling queues in terms of its spatial 582 

extensions. Therefore, when short links were considered and traffic was more likely to 583 

be restricted by downstream traffic and traffic signals, CT&PDM and CTM could be 584 

considered as more reliable compared to PDM which employed vertical queuing.  585 

Table 17: Numerical results for OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM), OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM) and UNISA-586 
GA&HC (CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations 587 

B 2.30 2.68 53 

Stream  Total Delay [PCU-hr/hr] Capacity Factor Effective Green 
A 1.53 2.38 39 
B 1.79 2.44 46 

Lengths 
combination 

OSCADY&TRANSYT 
HC (PDM) 

OSCADY&TRANSYT 
HC (CTM) 

UNISA 
GA&HC (CT&PDM) 

[ ID]] TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

I 10.14 65 13.11 72 8.48 60 
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 588 
Table 18: Optimised values of the offsets achieved by OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC - (PDM) and by UNISA-GA&HC 589 
(CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations 590 

 591 
Table 19: Optimised values of the offsets achieved by OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC - (CTM) and by UNISA-GA&HC 592 
(CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations 593 

Furthermore, as already shown in the case of two junction arterial, due to the multi-594 

criteria optimisation, the capacity factor obtained in UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) was 595 

better than those obtained by the benchmark strategies. 596 

With respect to the layout of ID I, cyclic flow profiles (CFPs) obtained through UNISA-597 

GA&HC (CT&PDM) are shown below. In particular Figure 6 refers to results obtained 598 

at upstream of link 1-2, Figure 7 refers to results obtained in a middle section of the 599 

link 1-2, and Figure 8 at downstream of link 1-2. 600 

  601 

II 12.53 12.81 12.83 
III 7.53 22.41 19.34 

Lengths 
comb OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (PDM) UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM ) 

[ID] F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

I 77 24 0 79 54 31 58 37 
II 80 20 3 77 49 20 54 57 
III 35 26 45 74 52 3 46 79 

Lengths 
comb OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC (CTM) UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM ) 

[ID] F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

I 19 51 45 65 54 31 58 37 
II 8 32 50 0 49 20 54 57 
III 71 33 63 13 52 3 46 79 
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 602 

 

Figure 6: UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) CFP at the beginning of link 1-2 (signalised junction 1) 

 

Figure 7: UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) CFP in the middle section of link 1-2 

 

Figure 8: UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) CFP at the end of link 1-2  (signalised junction 2) 

603 
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3.2.2 TWO STEP OPTIMISATION (B.2) 604 

The network parameters (i.e. the stage matrix for each junction, the input flows and the 605 

three combinations of links length) were fixed as equal to those adopted in previous 606 

implementations. The network total delay, the degree of saturation, the link offsets 607 

between the signal plans of the interacting junctions and the green timings (see from 608 

Table 20 to Table 24) were carried out by adopting UNISA-SA (CT&PDM), thus the 609 

green timings and link offsets are simultaneously optimised through a SA algorithm 610 

and modelling network flow propagation by CT&PDM The results were then compared 611 

with those obtained by TRANSYT-SA (PDM/CTM)  612 

As it was previously stated (in three step optimisation (A)), the adopted approaches 613 

provided different queuing models which directly affected the obtained results. As 614 

shown in Table 20, in the case of higher distances (length combinations I and II), the 615 

total delay was overestimated (12.04 PCU-hr/hr and 14.25 PCU-hr/hr) in TRANSYT-616 

SA (CTM) whereas lower values were produced by TRANSYT-SA (PDM) (9.04 PCU-617 

hr/hr and 7.21 PCU-hr/hr) and UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) (6.71 PCU-hr/hr and 9.41 PCU-618 

hr/hr); at lower distances (length combination III), the value computed by TRANSYT-619 

SA (PDM) (6.85 PCU-hr/hr) seemed to be not sensitive to the reduction of distances 620 

while similar results (15.38 PCU-hr/hr vs. 14.16 PCU-hr/hr) were shown in TRANSYT-621 

SA (CTM) and UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) since they took account of the spatial extension 622 

of queues. These results confirmed the suitability of the proposed model for simulating 623 

both dispersion and queue blockage phenomena. 624 
Table 20: Numerical results for TRANSYT-SA (PDM), TRANSYT-SA (CTM) and UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) w.r.t. length 625 
variations 626 

Table 21: Optimised values of the offsets achieved by TRANSYT-SA (PDM) and by UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) w.r.t. 627 
length variations 628 

Lengths 
combination TRANSYT-SA (PDM) TRANSYT-SA (CTM) UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 

[id] TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

TD 
[PCU-hr/hr] 

DOS 
[%] 

I 9.04 53 12.04 70 6.71 49 
II 7.21 49 14.25 64 9.41 62 
III 6.85 50 15.38 74 14.16 66 

Lengths 
combination TRANSYT-SA (PDM) UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 

[id] F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

I 28 21 69 62 54 13 72 41 
II 43 20 53 64 49 22 44 65 
III 45 19 51 65 63 3 39 75 
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 629 
Table 22: Optimised values of the offsets achieved by TRANSYT-SA (CTM) and by UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) w.r.t. 630 
length variations 631 

Table 23: Green timings achieved by TRANSYT-SA (PDM) and by UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations 632 

*It refers to effective green duration of junction i and stage j (i.e. gij) 633 
Table 24: Green timings achieved by TRANSYT-SA (CTM) and by UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) w.r.t. length variations 634 

*It refers to effective green duration of junction i and stage j (i.e. gij) 635 
  636 

Lengths 
combination TRANSYT-SA (CTM) UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 

[id] F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

F1-2 
[sec] 

F2-3 
[sec] 

F3-4 
[sec] 

F4-1 
[sec] 

I 18 14 23 35 54 13 72 41 
II 38 34 55 53 49 22 44 65 
III 56 12 44 68 63 3 39 75 

Lengths 
combination TRANSYT-SA (PDM) UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 

[id] g1A* 
[sec] 

g2A 
[sec] 

g3A 
[sec] 

g4A 
[sec] 

g1A* 
[sec] 

g2A 
[sec] 

g3A 
[sec] 

g4A 
[sec] 

I 43 33 58 38 37 44 42 45 
II 40 41 43 42 33 38 44 33 
III 39 37 42 40 38 36 41 31 

Lengths 
combination TRANSYT-SA (CTM) UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 

[id] g1A* 
[sec] 

g2A 
[sec] 

g3A 
[sec] 

g4A 
[sec] 

g1A* 
[sec] 

g2A 
[sec] 

g3A 
[sec] 

g4A 
[sec] 

I 44 56 67 35 37 44 42 45 
II 51 51 68 65 33 38 44 33 
III 46 54 63 26 38 36 41 31 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES  637 

This paper focuses on the Network Signal Setting Design. The main purposes of the 638 

paper are 639 

• the green timings and offsets optimisation (by embedded procedure) and the 640 

stage sequence optimisation (by explicit enumerative approach);  641 

• the application of some meta-heuristic algorithms for the solution of the 642 

mono-criterion/multi-criteria optimisation; 643 

• the traffic flow modelling by a combined cell transmission and platoon 644 

dispersion model. 645 

An overview of all optimisation strategies is shown in the following Table 25 (repeating 646 

Table 4 and Table 5 for the reader’s convenience) in which there are the strategies 647 

herein applied to two different layouts (i.e. two junction arterial vs. four junction 648 

network). In particular, in bold are the strategies (i.e. three step optimisation (A)) 649 

applied to the two junction arterial, and both strategy (i.e. two step (B.2) and three step 650 

optimisation (A)) applied to the four junction network.  651 

The obtained results have been compared with those obtained by benchmark software 652 

(i.e. OSCADY PRO® and TRANSYT14® - TRL). The proposed strategies may be 653 

considered effective with respect to the optimisation methods and the multi-criteria 654 

optimisation should be considered a suitable approach.  655 
Table 25: Overview of two step (B.2) and three step strategy (A ) w.r.t. Optimisation methods/objective functions 656 
including Algorithms 657 

*o.f.: It represents a generic objective function 658 

Furthermore, the adopted traffic flow model (CT&PDM) aims to provide enhancements 659 

for effective traffic modelling among interacting junctions in which both dispersion and 660 

Strategy layout 
Variables Variables Variables 

GT Offsets GT Offsets GT Offsets 
Optimisation method Objective functions Algorithms 

B.2 

Two junction 
arterial 

Mono TD 

TD 

HC 
Multi TD & o.f.* GAs 

Four junction 
network 

Mono TD SA 
Mono TD & o.f.* GAs 

 
A 

Two junction 
arterial 

Mono Mono TD / CF 

TD 

HC HC 

Multi** Mono TD & CF GAs HC 

Four junction 
network 

Mono Mono TD / CF HC HC 

Multi** Mono TD & CF GAs HC 
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queue blockage phenomena are represented, thus, it combines the skills of CTM and 661 

PDM.  662 

The “Time-distance diagrams” in Figure 9 are adopted to show the optimal green 663 

timings and offsets achieved through the implementation of UNISA-SA (CT&PDM). For 664 

brevity’s sake results refer only to the case highlighted in grey in the above Table 25 665 

and for distances L1=500 m, L2=200 m, L3=600 m and L4=200 m. The graphs provide 666 

a representation of the progression of traffic flow from stop-line to stop-line along a 667 

specified path (in this case from junction 1 to junction 4) by plotting traffic flow over 668 

time and distance. The progression bands are shown through a chromatic scale which 669 

indicates the consistency of the flows (considered as veh/clock tick. One clock tick is 670 

1 second) for each cell adopted for the partition of the link length. According to space 671 

discretisation of CT&PDM, the cell length must be at least the maximum distance 672 

travelled by a vehicle in one clock tick that is the product of the free flow speed and the 673 

time measured in clock tick (in our case the free flow speed is 40km/h, the clock tick is 674 

1/3600 h, thus the cell length is around 1/90 km). The number of cells for each link was 675 

computed once the cell length and the length of each stretch were known: L1= 5 x 10-676 
1 km, thus the number of cells is 45; L2= 2 x 10-1 km, thus the number of cells is 18; 677 

L3= 6 x 10-1 km, thus the number of cells is 54; L4= 2 x 10-1 km, thus the number of 678 

cells is 18. 679 

As regards Figure 9, It is worthy of interest to note that for the links with higher lengths 680 

(1-2 of length L1 and 3-4 of length L3), the platoon dispersion generates a non-uniform 681 

arrival profile, differently from the links 2-3 of length L2 and 4-1 of length L4 where the 682 

low distances among the junctions prevent the phenomenon of dispersion, inducing a 683 

uniform arrival profile.  684 

 685 

  686 
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 694 

Figure 9: Time Distance Diagram in UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) (Id I, L1=500 m, L2=200 m, L3=600 m and L1=200 m) 695 
all over the network layout 696 
  697 
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The final comparison between the proposed methodology and the benchmarks was 698 

carried out in terms of running times. In Table 26 it is shown that no meaningful 699 

differences are observed in the case of the simpler layout (i.e. two junction arterial) and 700 

when the optimisation algorithm can be easily handled (i.e. HC algorithm, in the case 701 

of three step optimisation (A)). Although, some differences can be identified in two step 702 

optimisation (B.2), where a more complex algorithm (i.e. SA) is applied to achieve 703 

optimal results at a network level; in addition, in this latter case, an increasing level of 704 

interaction among decision variables and traffic flows could arise and may strongly 705 

affect the optimisation running time. In more detail, the highest value (185 s) is 706 

observed in TRANSYT-SA (CTM) and the lowest (74 s) is observed in TRANSYT-SA 707 

(PDM); notwithstanding that, the application of PDM (adopted by TRANSYT14® - TRL) 708 

may not be reliable when blocking phenomena occur (thus the lowest running time is 709 

imputed to the simpler adopted approach). Finally, the UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) running 710 

time is 95 s whereas that of TRANSYT-SA (CTM) is 185 s, thus, the application of the 711 

proposed approach is justified not only in terms of effectiveness but also in terms of 712 

efficiency. 713 

Table 26: Overview of computational time w.r.t. strategy and layout configurations 714 

Strategy 
Two junction arterial Four junction network 

Id  Running time 
[s] Id Running time [s] 

B.2 - - 
UNISA-SA (CT&PDM) 95 
TRANSYT-SA (PDM) 74 
TRANSYT-SA (CTM) 185 

A 

UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) 8 UNISA-GA&HC (CT&PDM) 14 
OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC 

(PDM) 8 OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC 
(PDM) 15 

OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC 
(CTM) 11 OSCADY&TRANSYT-HC 

(CTM) 18 

 715 

In future papers other traffic flow models will be investigated, in particular more 716 

explicitly addressing the within day dynamics. 717 

Several future research directions seem worthy of interest. The first one is related to 718 

multi-criteria network optimisation; in fact, at network level, the capacity factor is not 719 

univocally defined: it may be intended as the lowest (to be maximised) achieved among 720 

all the junctions or as the area throughout (to be maximised). In this last case, the 721 

network multi-criteria optimisation may be based on a wide area criterion. 722 
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Second research direction may be identified within the one step optimisation in which 723 

the stage sequence (scheduling), the green timings and the offsets are computed at 724 

the same time (including multi-criteria optimisation). 725 

Finally, addressing the network signal setting design as a part of transportation supply 726 

design (with equilibrium assignment) could be worthy of interest. 727 
 728 
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APPENDIX A 791 

A.1 GENETIC ALGORITHMS 792 

GAs seek the optimal solution by simulating the evolution of a “population” of solutions 793 

(individuals), by mimicking the basic principle of bacteria evolution. Each solution is 794 

described by a vector of decision variables called a chromosome made up of genes. 795 

In our case, each gene is representative of the stage’s duration; the number of genes 796 

in each chromosome depends on the number of stages computed by the use of the 797 

relationship between approaches and stages. Optimisation was carried out through an 798 

iterative process which was representative of a reproductive cycle of the individuals 799 

(solutions) in the population (see Figure 10).  800 

GAs are based on the genetic operators application such as crossover and mutation; 801 

while the former promotes the ability of the algorithm to explore the wider areas in order 802 

to search for solutions, the latter, without departing from the areas which are searching 803 

for solutions, introduces some (random) diversifications of the same type. Based on 804 

previous considerations the crossover can be called the explorative operator and the 805 

mutation can be called the exploiter operator.  806 

For all these reasons, GAs are characterised by a higher effectiveness in 807 

approximating the global solutions in optimisation problems as the iterative process of 808 

the algorithm allows the GAs to explore large areas of optimal solutions. 809 

  810 
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 811 
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 820 
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 823 

 824 

 825 

 826 

 827 

 828 
 829 

Figure 10: General Framework of GA 830 
 831 

  832 

Stage [1] Population generation and Stage [2] Fitness Evaluation  833 

At the beginning (t=0) the population, P(t), (in terms of each chromosome in the 834 

population) is randomly generated. At the successive step, for each solution, i, the 835 

fitness functions, ffi, are calculated, so that the better the fitness function value of a 836 

solution, the greater its reproduction probability. In fact, the fitness function is strictly 837 

related to the probability, pi, of being selected to be a parent; the probability is 838 

computed by normalising the fitness function, ffi, of each chromosome, i, with regard 839 

to the fitness functions of all chromosomes i.e. 840 

pi = ffi / ∑j ffj                                                                                                                    (10) 841 
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The procedure of probability (of being selected to be parent) computation is 842 

representative of the analogy between natural selection and the reproductive cycle 843 

(Holland, 1975).   844 

Some more considerations need to be made in terms of fitness function estimation 845 

depending on the optimisation problem (e.g. mono-criterion optimisation vs. multi-846 

criteria optimisation). 847 

Stage [3] Selection 848 

Based on the pi, each solution is submitted to the selection procedure. Different 849 

approaches can be adopted for the selection and in our case the roulette wheel was 850 

adopted. With regard to each chromosome the pi is computed, these probabilities are 851 

used by “composing” a roulette. The selection operator, generates a random value, 852 

depending on the membership range on the roulette wheel of each number, the 853 

corresponding solution is selected to be a parent for the successive generation. 854 

Each time a solution is selected, a copy of the same is made and included in the mating 855 

pool (MP) until the same is full, i.e. when the mating pool size is equal to the size of 856 

the population. 857 

Stage [4] Crossover and Stage [5] Mutation 858 

After reproduction, each chromosome may be modified by two further genetic 859 

operators. This process refers to the crossover, whereby two new individuals are 860 

generated by mating with two already existing individuals, and through the mutation, 861 

an individual is randomly changed. By applying the two operators several times, a new 862 

population of solutions is obtained. This iterative procedure is repeated until some 863 

conditions (e.g. number of iterations or of improvement of the best solution) are 864 

satisfied.  865 

The main parameters to fully specify GAs are the population size, the crossover 866 

probability (or rate, PC), and the mutation probability (or rate, PM). In terms of the 867 

crossover rate and the mutation rate, it can be observed that in order to balance the 868 

exploration and the exploitation effects introduced by two operators, the value rate of 869 

each one is usually heuristically chosen in order to respect the order relation: PM<PC.  870 

 871 
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Stage [6] Stop criterion  872 

The iterative procedure is stopped when some criteria are satisfied, such as the fixed 873 

number of generations is reached or a solution is found that satisfies optimisation 874 

criteria where usually a threshold is introduced to evaluate the difference between the 875 

current solution and the solution reached in a previous generation. Convergence is 876 

reached when next generations do not lead to the further improvement of the fitness 877 

function. 878 

GAs can be applied both to mono-criterion and  multi-criteria optimisation problems. In 879 

terms of the algorithm procedure, this has an effect on computing the fitness function. 880 

In the first case, the general description is sufficient to be able to understand the 881 

procedure of the algorithm whereas in the case of the multi-criteria, further 882 

considerations are needed. 883 

 884 

In particular, GAs for multi-criteria optimisation were implemented following the Non 885 

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II; Deb and Pratap, 2002). In 886 

accordance with this method, the selection (of being parents) of the chromosomes was 887 

made on the basis of the ranking of the solutions. Before starting the selection step, 888 

for each solution a value of rank was associated to the number of times in which the 889 

considered solution dominates the others. Using the obtained values, the rank based 890 

fitness assignment could be applied, in particular, to the fitness function, ffi, for a given 891 

chromosome i, calculated by the linear ranking (Baker, 1985) approach as follows: 892 

ffi = 2 - SP + 2 (SP - 1) (ranki- 1) / N                                                                             (11) 893 

where  894 

SP is the selective pressure fixed to 1.5,  895 

N is the population size, 896 

ranki, corresponds to the solution ranking and it was computed from the chromosome 897 

dominance hierarchy. Finally, an additional criterion was introduced for selecting 898 

among solutions with the same ranks. Each solution was attached to a value of 899 

crowding distance given by the Euclidean distance between the vector of the fitness 900 
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functions of the solution and the vector of the best fitness function values, each one 901 

was defined as the best value among all solutions or in some cases the reference 902 

fitness function values were defined with regard to the considered criteria. If two or 903 

more solutions had the same rank value, selection at successive stages was based on 904 

the best value of the crowding distance.  905 

All the defined multi-criteria problems were solved by applying NSGA-II. 906 

A.2 HILL CLIMBING (HC) ALGORITHM 907 

Hill Climbing is a neighbourhood-based meta-heuristic algorithm, without memory, 908 

which is deterministic in its basic version. The name originates from its ability to 909 

generate a succession of solutions by exploring the objective function surface which, 910 

if plotted, could be thought of as a series of hills and valleys in a multiple-dimensional 911 

world. 912 

In this method, starting from an initial solution, successive iterations in the 913 

neighbourhood are performed until the current solution cannot be improved further. 914 

The algorithm stops when a local minimum/maximum is reached. 915 

Different stochastic variants of this method are proposed in an attempt to endow it with 916 

a diversification strategy. For instance, the method can be applied by starting from 917 

multiple initial solutions which are randomly generated (as in the case of Shot-Gun Hill 918 

Climbing), or by varying the structure of the surroundings during the iterations.  919 

 920 

In this paper, a basic Hill Climbing algorithm was applied in order to minimise the Total 921 

Delay at the downstream stop line (as a result of connecting link flow simulation). In 922 

order to reduce the risk of being trapped in a poor local optimum, a list of both small 923 

and large incremental offset alterations was set up (such increments are listed as 924 

percentages of the cycle time). Thereby, low increments made it possible to find an 925 

approximate local minimum of the Total Delay whilst high increments avoided getting 926 

trapped in that minimum.  927 

A.3 SIMULATED ANNEALING (SA) ALGORITHM 928 

The Simulated Annealing algorithm is a neighbourhood based meta-heuristic, which 929 

is inspired by the statistical mechanics to find solutions for both discrete and continuous 930 

optimisation problems. In particular, it takes the cue from the metallurgical 931 
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phenomenon of annealing, in which a solid is brought to melting and then is slowly 932 

cooled to crystallize in a perfect lattice. Metropolis, in 1953, proposed for the first time 933 

a method to calculate the distribution of a particulates system in equilibrium 934 

temperature using a method of computer simulation. In this method, assuming that the 935 

system is in a configuration q having energy E (q), a new state r, having energy E (r), 936 

is generated, moving a particle from its initial position. The new configuration is then 937 

compared with the older one. If E (r) < E (q) the new state is accepted, if E (r) > E (q) 938 

it is not rejected, but rather, it is accepted with a probability Pa equal to: 939 

Pa = exp (- (E(r) – E(q)) / KT                                                                                            (12) 940 

where K is the Boltzmann constant and T is a control parameter, which by analogy with 941 

the original application is called temperature.  942 

According to this method, there is, hence, a non-zero probability of reaching states of 943 

higher energy and so energy barriers that separate the global minima from the local 944 

minima can be climbed over. Note that the exponential function expresses the ratio 945 

between the probability of being in the leader configuration and the probability of being 946 

in q.  947 

Kirkpatrick used the scheme of SA for combinatorial optimisation problems. To do this, 948 

he replaced the energy with a cost function and the states of a physical particles 949 

system with the solutions of a minimization problem. 950 

The implementation of the SA algorithm requires the specification of some elements 951 

such as: a generator of random changes in solution; a fixed number of iterations before 952 

decreasing the temperature (Lk); an annealing schedule, i.e. an initial temperature and 953 

the rules for lowering it as the search progresses. Several cooling schedules are 954 

covered, including exponential, linear and temperature cycling. The simplest and most 955 

common temperature decrement rule is the Kirkpatrick geometric cooling scheme: 956 

Tk= αTk-1                                                                                                                               (13) 957 

where α is a constant close to, but smaller than 1, usually assumed equal to 0.95. 958 

In this paper the SA technique working on a single objective combinatorial problem, 959 

i.e. the minimisation of network total delay, was applied. 960 

In Figure 11, the algorithm stages are described. 961 

  962 
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Figure 11: General description of the Simulated Annealing algorithm 988 

989 

STOPà Optimum = E(q)  

Initial solution: (E(gt,f)=E(q); k=0;Tk=T0)  

i= 0  

i=i+1  

Random generation of new solution 
E(gt’,f’)=E(r) 

 

E(r) à E(q)  

YES 

K=k+1; Tk= α*Tk-1  

YES 

Acceptance criterion  
verified ? 
 

i=Lk ?  NO 

Tk ≤ Tf  NO 

Cooling schedule scheme: 
(T0,Tf,Lk,Tk=α*Tk-1)  

NO 
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Stage [1]  990 

Let q0 be an initial configuration which returns an Energy state (solution) E(q0), let T0 991 

be the initial temperature and Tf be the final temperature. 992 

Stage [2]  993 

For each decreasing value of T, Tk, the following steps were considered: 994 

ü By applying a random alteration of the current problem variables (i.e. green 995 

timings, green timings and offsets,F, among junctions) a feasible (energy state) 996 

new solution E(r) is generated. Such a solution is then compared with the best 997 

one archived E(q) (i.e. current solution): 998 

DE = E(r)-E(q)                                                                                                                (14) 999 

ü If DE≤0, the new solution is accepted and so is archived as the new current 1000 

solution, else, the new solution is accepted with a probability (12) and 1001 

substitutes the current solution if such a criterion is satisfied; 1002 

ü If the thermal equilibrium is not achieved i.e. if the number of iterations at current 1003 

temperature is less than Lk the algorithm goes to step II a). 1004 

Stage [3]  1005 

If Tk>Tf, the temperature is further decreased and the algorithm goes to stage II. 1006 

 1007 


